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ORCA Earns Gate Gourmet Environmental Merit
Food Waste Solution Recognized in Montreal-Trudeau Airport Awards

TORONTO, ON: Totally Green Inc. is pleased to announce that Gate Gourmet has been awarded the
Environmental Merit award for the ORCA program implementation, as part of the Montréal-Trudeau
airport’s Recognition Program.
“The Environmental Merit is awarded to the organization that has implemented processes aimed at
environmental protection,” says Bertrand Guyon, General Manager of Gate Gourmet YUL. He adds
“Through the ORCA program we were able to demonstrate a tangible improvement for the
environment.”
The Airport Recognition Program allows the Montreal-Pierre Elliott Trudeau International Airport to
recognize and celebrate the excellence of their employees. With seven categories of excellence, the
program is an opportunity to highlight the great programs employees have implemented and
participated in throughout the year.
“The ORCA technology is the most efficient and sustainable method of disposing food waste,” says Louis
Anagnostakos, CEO of Totally Green. “ORCA helps customers reduce their environmental impact score
by taking trucking out of the collection process. Our “No-Truck” solution to food waste is more efficient,
ten times better for the environment than composting and half the price of alternative recycling
options” adds Anagnostakos.
Totally Green wishes to congratulate Gate Gourmet YUL on this merit and for their ongoing commitment
and dedication to sustainable programs throughout their international facilities.
About Totally Green
Totally Green, Inc. is a global leader in food waste recycling systems. The Toronto-based company
develops, manufactures and markets the innovative ORCA aerobic digester that allows for rapid
composting of food waste in institutional and commercial applications. Through a microbial process,
food waste is converted into a liquid that can be safely discharged into the sanitary sewer system. The
solution creates meaningful cost savings for customers while diverting food waste from landfills and
reducing emissions related to the transportation of waste. The ORCA offers businesses an innovative
and affordable solution for food waste disposal. www.feedtheorca.com
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